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In contradistinction to the older type of annual reJ:'orts, mainl; statistical, 
w~ch over the years have come from many mental hospitals and in printed form nave 
casuallf found their waf into the waste- baskets of profesbional . eople, the fol10 lind; 
pages are distinctive. I{ere, eloquently summarized, one finds the .1iloso hi and 
practice of a modern psychopathic hos Jital geared to utilize the beut thl\. is KnoWn 
not nIl about the medical treatment of mental dibcrders as such, but alse verf im
p0rtantly ab0ut reconstructive measures for the total )erscnality liabilities of mental 
patients. 

Some of the main sisns of disordered ment ~l states are malfunct~ionings of inter
personal relationships; consequently the best ordered a~pro~cnes to rehabilitation 
must rationally be much concerned with new development of normal. 6althy social behav
ior and the fostering of satisfying occupational al~ recreational interests . How this 
is undertaken through fine co-operative efforts of professional staff, other hospital 
personnel and devoted volunteer orkers is here made clear. 

Having in mind this obviously valid latter-day oint of view as well as the modern 
advances in medical and surgical treatment for mental diseases the chairman of the 
hospital trustees is constrained to offer a statement of some of his observations 
during thirty years of service in that offici~l position, particularly since at the 
end of 1950 he will submit his resi6nation. uf the original Board of Tru~tees a point
cd Vinen the Boston Psycnopathic :!os,t-i tal became a separate unit in the state mental 
hoslJital system only Dr. Channin.; Frothingham and the Chairman survive as members of 
the Boa.rd. 

fter its erection in I 2 the hospital functioned for eight years as a adjunct 
to the Boston State qospital under the leadershi of its hi3hly distinguished Director, 
Dr. Southard. Specifically trained as a neurologist. - for in those earlier days in
timate knowledge of the central nervous system was supposed to be indispensible for 
the advancement of psychiatry - he soon proved himself to be a broao-gua6ed thinker. 

or one thing, this is shown by the fact that he. !lid his head social worker, 1.Iary /,i 
Jarret, were the chief promoters of training for psycniatric social work which before 
lon u waS recognized as a dignified profession. Through his research activities and 
~articularly through his whole-hearted inspitation of those who worked under him the 
hospital achieved a national reputation. ~ striking number of his assistants went 
forth to become among the most prominent of t\merican psyclliatrists . 

'~~ilw the hospital plant, largely planned by Dr. Southard in terms of the require
ment of those days, has features that the present Director and the Trustees strongly 
desire modified one must acknowledge that the building itself has stood up quite 
reasonably well for 38 year s . The main point is that the newer methods of treatment 
of mental patients demand newer types of architectual planning. 

The newly appointe rustees of the independent hospital unit established immed
iately after the death of Dr . Southard in I920 found a well-functioning organization 
and the then Commissioner of I ~ ental Diseases, Dr. Jeorge lQ.ine, appreciative of it . 



Cooperatively consulting with the Trustees he made diligent search for a wo rthy 
successor to Dr. Southard and Dr . 1~acfie Campbell of Johns Hopkins Hospital was 
chosen Director. Under Dr. Campbell, an able student of mental disease, an excel-
lent teacherand administrator, the hospital maintained its high standing and 
became so well known internationally that forei gn psychiatrists were attracted to 
visit it, some remaining for various working periods. Many ambitious youn~ American 
physicians applied for and were accepted for positions on the staff, in s~me instances 
without stipend~. And all this equally applies to the hospital status today. 

During two decades of Dr. Campbell's tenure newer forms of treatment that gave 
promise of being of value were welcomed for trial. But it is of later years that 
there has been great acceleration of advance in forms of therapy for mental disease. 
The Trustees have heard something of these at our fuonthly meetings and have been 
immensely gratified by the great amount of therapeutic researcg that has been carried 
on by skilled members of the staff under the stimulus of our present Director , Dr . 
Solomon. Some indication of this research, which remains one of the main purposes 
for the existence of this hospital , is shown by the long list of pUblications by staff 
members given in the last ~ages of this report. 

i1ith the pas!:ling of Dr . Campbell the only logical consideration was the appoint
ment of Dr. Harry Solomon as ~Eedical Director and Superintendant. The story of his 
devoted services to the hospital ever since he served as a young intern under Dr . 
Southard has never been half told. During many years of private ractice ne generously 
gave much time to assisting when there were shortages of personnel and especially to 
furthering the research activities . One example of the latter may be ,si ven here . An 
earlier major problem in psychiatry was syphilis of the central nervous system and 
the long-continued investigations into methods of treatment for it carried out by 
him and Mrs. Maida Solomon played no small part nationally in reduction of this pro
blem. Dr . Solomon through his long observation C'lme to know the ins alld outs of the 
details of the hospital management as no one else, so that naturally his opinions about 
them were sought by the rustees. 

The ever increasing complexities of treatment processes and of the researches 
undertaken have been beyond the ken of the Trust ees, but what there has been to see 
during 30 years with regard to the handling of difficult patients deserves a short 
statement for the record. Tlle old st raight-jackets and camisoles and other forms of 
restraint, and the padded cell-like rooms and huge doses of sedatives belong to the 
faraway and long ago. More latterly gone too are the continuous tub baths and the 
frequent use of isolation rooms. It has been nothing short of miractllous to observe 
the wholesome calming and therapeutic effect of the new atmosphere created by the 
interesting occupations and recreations offered nowadays to the patients . OfT. en , after 
having been kindly received and introduced to a ward of wel l- bellaved patients many 
a previously violent or otherwise disturbed person quiets down. Very rarely and then 
only temporarily are heard the shriekings and wailings of older days. The art that 
more attractive decorations and furnishings and the introduction of what might be 
terme~ nicet ies of living play in all this may be sensed through the pages of this 
report. But~ the outstanding point is that improvements of behavior and betterments 
of personal feelings are socially contagious. 

Je can be assured that the newer methods of treatment result in a larger ropor
tion of recoveries then formerly. It would be enlightening to have a study of the 
results of 20 or 30 years ago compared with those of today. But there might be sta
tistical difficulties, for instancen the nature of the cases comin5 to the hospital 
have varied in different periods. Howeverp , recent reports make it plain that includ
ing old chronic cases sent in for lobotomy, about 70~ of those receiving treatment 
here have improved enough so that they were retttrnable to their OIVU homes and the 
conditions of community life. And this is a splendid showing. 

In oorlclusion one would like to pay tribute to the many members of the medical 



profes~ion and to others who dur ing 30 years have , over and beyond the call of duty , 
rendereQ service in the hospital sett i ng . They have aided the scientific advance of 
psychiatry and in no small measure have benefi ted a host of unfortunate human beings , 
Of course this limited review is inadequate to do them justice. It would require a 
full~ length definitive history of the 3rovnh , achievement and influence of ~he Boston 
Psychopathic Iospi tal . The commonvreaj l t of lo.as sachuset ts and a wide-spread public 
owel these good citizens a large debt g gratitude. 

~._ --i,A., 
Respectfully SUbm::J::, 
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AKNU1lL Pl..PORT 

July 1, 1949 - June 30, 1950 

he social life of the patlent is considered a itmdamental basis 

of his care and treatment ·while in the hospital. Only with the combined efforts 

of ;;.11 tIle hospital services, that of the Inedical stC:l.ff , nursin b service, 

occuoatlonal therapy, social service and housekeepinp and dietary departments , 

all working towara this end, COull tl1e hospital life itself iJecome a 

hmdarnental nucleus of the patient ts recove~r frocess . This attitude is in 

line vriL.h tile best traditions of earl;jr times , v{here, in t:e era of moral 

treatment, an atmosphere of occupation, socialization, human kinaliness and 

understaYlding were provided for the patient, that even without the newer 

treatments of the day , paid off ~Qth an ~pressive proportion of recov ries . 

conti!ll.line- effort was made by the housekeeping, nursing, 

occupational therapy and maintenance departments to ~nprove the physical 

atmosphere of the wards . Pleasing colorful paints were selected by the patients 

in conference with their nurses . The colors chosen rere the interesting topic 

of llLany patient aYld personnel discussions . The patients themselves painted t;vvo 

of the wards . ttractive draperies were selected. Pictures were purchased 

completing the decoration of the walls vdth the aim of stlmulating the artlstic 

talents of the patients as well as providinp' pleasant surroundings . The large 

murals which for several ears paT,ients haa palnted on the wails have increased 

in number so that noW" there are murals on ever;y ward and recreational area 

used o:r the patients . The painting of murals not only furnished improved 

surroundings but gave the patient artists a great opportunity for appreciation, 

and gave other patients the satlsfaction of participatlng in the creativeness . 
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In line with the general knowledge that the patient1s a&nission to 

the :10spital is one of' the .nost itllportant parts of his hospital eJ..'"Perience, 

wherein he either feels security, reassurance and understanding or suffers 

from a variety of fears and apprehensions, effort has continued to bring about 

a smooth admis sion procedure . specially trained social worker talks with 

the patient and the patient1s relatives in the admission room even before the 

patient gets to the ward. Here she is able to discover social problems directly 

involved with the patient 's hospitalization and to establish a relationship with 

the patient 1s famlly which leads to pla~~ing for the patient 's hospital stay and 

later return to the community. Placing emphasis upon the patient's return to 

the community even before his admission is a far-sighted policy very helpful 

to the ultlinate co~~unity adjustment of the patient. 'lhen the patient arrives 

on the ward, attendants and nurses place this same emphasis upon his early 

introduction to the ward. They are continually endeavoring to resolve the 

patient 's fears and make him a part of the ward community . 

One by one many deprivations Which patients have suffered in the 

past have been eliminated. For example, at the earliest possible moment the 

patient 1s own doctor arranges that the patient should have his clothes, 

important jewelry and trinkets, and that he keep his glasses . 

Meal hours have been chanzea from the long established hours of 

7, 11 and 4 which are quite unusual to the experience of most of us to the 

more customary hours of 7. 30, 12 and 5. This not only permitted the patients 

to eat at times to which they had previously been accustomed but has increased 

by two hours the daytime hours that they can spend in activity and recreational 

programs. This improvement, seemingly so easy and sensible, came about only 

with considerable effort and cooperation between the nursing and dietary 

departments. The use of lmives and forks on the two acute wards which was 

initiated for the first tLTIe last year has continued in effect without any 
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untoward results and vuth an improved decency of meal time experience . In 

the course of the year meals have become less hl~ried, more sociable and 

friendly, in fact, a more satisfying and vvholesome experience to the patients . 

The ward occupational therapist works closely with tne nursing 

service assisting in the organization of activities carried on by affiliate 

nurses and attendants on one acute ward while SIle herself is present on the 

other . Tlus brings occupa.tionaJ. tr18rapy to even the sickest patients in the 

hospital . Furthermore it promotes the participation and interest of all 

personnel of the hospital in patient activities. 

ln the television room between the two convalescent wards are a 

coca-cola mach1ne, root beer machine and a cigarette machine and the canteen 

is open in the lobby during two periods of the day. The patients of the 

hospital are not deprived of small cnange whicn gives them an opportunity to 

make their own purchases \~th their own money . This gives them a feeling of 

satisfaction and of not. being deprived. 

In addition to the participation of all the hospital personnel in 

contributing to tIle care of the patient, we enlist the services of a great 

many volunteers. This program, whiCh has been in effect for several years, 

is becoming increasingly successful, in part as a result of our added experience 

and understanding of the contributj.on of volUl1teers to the hospital. They 

direct many special programs such as textile painting, folk dancing, modern 

dancing, pottery work, music appreciation, and those permit a choice of 
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activ"i ties in line "wi tn t11e special interests of the .tJatients V111l1c11 could not 

De possible othenvise. The volunteer prograi11 serves the additional purpose of 

bringing the hospita.l closer to the community and vice 'Tersa . Here a large 

number of people are able to see patients recover and feel that they have 

contributed towards this end . The patient is able to feel that the co~~unity 

is still interested in hiffi, that nere are people desirous of helping him even 

without monetary re uneration . The volunteer not only receives the satisfaction 

of being a part of this endeavor but acquires a much deeper understanding of the 

patients and their difficulties. 

The hospit,al auxiliary has illade special contributions throughout the 

year to the volunteer progr'a:uJ.. They appointed a director of auxiliary volunteers 

who interviews and introduces many of the new volunteers to their work. They 

have a community director of volunteers who appears before many groups through-

out the greater Boston area and not only acquaints them vdth the hospital 

needs but brings in many enthusiastic volunteers . The auxiliary also provides 

other contributions to the social program sUCh as paying for a professional 

dancing teacher for weekly dancing classes J equipping and maintaining a large 
""' 

pottery room, and conducting pottery classes Doth in this room and on the two 

acute wards of the hospital . 

'11he two tele"vision sets which the patients themselves purchased 

through the medium of their Patlent Government have brought to all the patients 

of the hospital the sports programs and all of the entertainment features that 

television provides . Evening programs have continued on throughout the year, 

every night in the week . This not only furniShes a social opportunity during 

the evening hours but becomes an influential modium of improved socialization. 

One eveningJ for example, there is a local talent program under the direction 
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of Patient Government wherein the patients themselves ex~lore all of the patient 

talent of the hospital and develop a diversified program such as we have not 

been able to provide in any other way . 'acn participant has a great sense of 

satisfaction and of helping others . p. weekly dance is attended by the g;reater 

part of the patients of -the hospital . 

Special events such as we look forward to and look back upon with 

pleasure L~ our usual life have become a regular part of the patient's hospital 

eXgerience . During the summer the special event is a picnic at the beach every 

two weeks . During the winter it is usually a big dance each montn with the 

patients decorating the auditorium effectively and procuring a fine orchestra from 

volunteer sources and often professional novelty features . 

Patient Government has continued now for almost 4 years (since Dec . 1947) 

as an expressive medium for patients , a place where they can discuss and work out 

their problems , through which they can present them to the hospital or community 

agencies, a place of planning their own social activities, a medium for developing 

democratic forms of group living . 

The progr am we have described comes about throubh a combination of 

research, teaching, care and treatment of the patient. The loss of anyone of 

these special aims would have a catastrophic effect upon the whole program. 

t is through these different endeavors that we are able to study the needs of 

the patients, teach them to the many people involved in their care, and 

maintain an objective focus on the care and treatment with the goal of returning 

patients to the community better equipped with social skills to meet its stresses . 

This leads up to the psychiatric program per se e Only through 

having a large number of doctors, each interested in his patients , each trying 

to work out for his patients a beneficial hospital experience , each interested 

in teaching and research and in the care and treatment of the patients, can 

such a program come about . Even the smallest defi ciency is sadly felt . 
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Patients need to feel that they have a doctor interested in their recovery 

who carefully considers both the hospital life and the specific treatments 

which are best for them . 

Much of what we have proVided in social environment for the patient 

is in line with the best precepts of many of the small hospitals of a hundred 

years ago. The main additions that have been made in recent years have been 

in the area of definitive therapies for the inentally ill. starting vdth the 

introduction of insulin and metrazol in 1933 and electric shock in 1938, the 

armamentarimu of .the psychiatrist has increased remarkably. Intensive psycho

therapy and group psychotherapy, a variety of forms of electric shock and 

electric coma, insulin coma, the lobotomy operation with is modifications, have 

each filled a place in the treatment of mental illness, adding additional 

successes to the res~uts which could be achieved by the social means . T4e size 

of our insulin unit has expanded to where double the number of patients are 

being treated, each resident doctor having an opportunity to become experienced 

in its use . 

One important advance in electrical therapy has been that of the 

drug modification of the muscular response for those cases wherein the 

seizure has been hazardous. TIlis permits the US6 of electric shock with many 

patients for whom it was definitely indicated but to whom it could not be 

given because of the hazard . other areas such as the use of electric stimulation 

in anxiety cases have been e~~lored . The use of the lobotomy operation has 

continued vdth very careful evaluation of its effectiveness and investigation as 

to whether the operation can be modified so that as good results are achieved 

with a smaller area of brain severance . 

Lobotomy research has been completed leading to the pUblication of 

a book as evidence of the work done . Anotner very extensive research project 

on lobotomy has been underway throughout the year particularly aimed at 

determining how its effects are achieved . Here clinical psycnologist, 
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electrical engineer, physiologist , psychiatrist, social worker and sociologist 

work together as a team integrating the data which each obtained by their ovm 

testing procedures into a composite picture . York in this team approach to 

research has progressed throughout the year in this hospital in conjunction 

with Harvard Department of Social Relations and ma~' other sources . Research 

activities draw in people from many disciplines, many of them working on their 

doctorate thesis in pSyChology and sociology. This thesis w9rk is of mutual 

benefit both to the hospital and to the individual who is doing the thesis . 'ie 

have received considerable funds for research from a number of sources - Public 

Health Service, state, private and Harvard Medical School . 

Basic , both to good clinical care and treatment of the patient , and 

to a substantial research organization, is an active biochemical laboratory, 

laborato~J of neuropathology and psychology department . There has been more 

utilization of each of these departments in consonance with advances that 

have come about in the world and additional students and volunteer personnel 

have been able to carry on this added work and make the departments more effective . 

Throughout the year there has developed closer teamwork between the 

doctors and nursing service wherein the doctor assisted the other personnel in 

understanding the patient and directing p~s activities . In fact , it is only 

through discussion of patient needs by all personnel involved with the patient 

that our efforts in the patient's behalf have fitted into a harmonious mold . 

This has had the further beneficial effect of being an educational medium 

wherein the understanding of the patient was increased. Much of in-service 

education is provided in the group discussion focused upon patient problems . 

Here understanding increases of how the patient feels and why he feels that way; 

and how his behavior makes us feel and why we feel that way . 

The ultimate measure of any hospital program must be in its ability 

to bring a out the social rehabilitation of the patients . Only when patients 

return to the community and are able to again contribute to the welfare of the 
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outside community can we consider that something important has been accomplished. 

Throughout the year a great amount of effort has been expenc.ed in carefully 

scrutinizing our results . One social worker makes contacts with the patients 

Who have been home from the hospital from 9 to 10 months iollowin3 discharge . 

The same social worker plays an important role in an ex-patient group - one 

of the new important endeavors of last year wherein ex-patients come together in 

a club (Club 74) t o help each other in the early stages of their community adjust-

ment , assist in bringing about better attitudes towards -Clile Illentally ill and 

help the patients who are still in the hospital. 

Careful follow-up has continued with a social worker following all 

lobotomy cases including those that have been opera.ted on for more than five 

years . One doctor has carefully evaluated the resultG being obtained. They 

are as follows: 80 per cent of the comwitted patients have returned home . 

This figure might be compared with a figure of 70 per cent four years ago and 

34 per cent twenty years ago . This appears to be good and sufficient evidence 

of the effectiveness of the hospital's program . It is far from reaching the 

ideal of what we believe can be achieved. 

One deficiency Which we are endeavorinp' to repair is that of providing 

a substantial rehabilitation program. Many patients are returned "bo the 

comIIlunity and have difficulties in adjustment which would be preventable if 

careful rehabilitative work was carried out . One rehabilitation emphasis would 

be that of a day program. For several ... ears we have had a few patients come and 

spend the day at the hospital and return home at night . There are many patients 

who , for a period, are unable to engage themselves in community activities, wherein 

an hour or two of psychotherapy in the out patient department produces little. 

These patients can, however, come to the hospital and with the work guided by the 

social worker, develop a progrmn of occupation and recreation wherein they develop 

skills which bring about eventual social recovery • . 
In addition to the prime functions of the hospital as outlined in the 
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care and treatment of the mentally ill, the hospital has performed a large 

service for the courts in receiving patients for ten-day diagnostic study. 

This is certainly a service we believe the courts need but it is questionable 

whether a hospital such as this is the place in which to do it. There are 

certainly a number of cases sent here by the courts who do'not contribute to 

the welfare of the acutely ill patients . 

Last to be considered, not because it is less important, but sin~ly 

bedause it is where it fits most easily into the descriptive picture of the 

hospital activities, is the out patient department . Southard Clinic always a 

most important part of the hospital service, has become increasingly effective 

in its service during the past five years, treatment hours having been tripled 

to 8600 visits per year and a new children ' s clinic ilas been added. Teamwork 

between the social case worker and the psychiatrlst has continued to develop . 

The psychological section of the out patient department has to a eat extent 

a separate function from service to in-patients so that psychological 

investigation can be carried on more efficiently. 

The out patient depart ment plays an increasingly important role in 

teaching both Harvard Medical School students and the psychiatric residents 

of the hospital so here they are able to romld out their psychiatric education 

with well directed psychotherapeutic experience with the wide variety of 

psYchoneurotic patients not generally admitted to a mental hospital . In general, 

Southard Clinic performs a dual function, first, the part of the work which is 

directly integrated with that of the rest of the hospital, that is, the care 

and treatment of the potential or ex-inpa'bient . Here the work is that of 

psychotherapy and psychiatric case work largely with psychotic patients . '!he 

teacning and research emphasis is constantly developing increased skills in 

the treatment of the psychotic patient in the community and in prevention of 

relapse of tne patient who has been returned to the community. The use of 

electric shock treatment on an out-patient basis has continued for the past 
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fi iTe years . Research wl1icn was lmdertaken in a previous year carefully defined 

the social as well as the medical indicatlons for giving out-patient shock as 

distinct from having the patient admitted for electric shock . Tlrrough the year 

a large number of patients were saved the expense, nuisance and discomfort of 

hospitalization by this procedure . 

The other function is the clinic 1s service to a large number of 

people of the community, mainly with psychoneurotic disorders, Viho have never 

been and may never be patients within the institution. This is in many ways 

a separate function from tne previous one. It is eminently worthWhile in that 

it gives the doctor and psychiatric case worker a far better training eJ~erience . 

Insight and training come from dealing with a varlety of patients . Furthermore 

it meets a great community need, that of psychiatric clinic facilities . Shortage 

of personnel, of doctors , psychiatric case workers and even of adequate space 

are limiting factors whiCh prevent t.he clinic from meeting but part of the great 

community need . 

The results of this program can be measured in terms of -c.he high 

percentage of ~~Drovement and diSCharge of patients . In addition we must con

sider tne value of the development of medical skills that attained these ends 

and upon the economy of tIle proE,Tam. These costs must be justified by 

accomplishments . The cost must of necessity be comparable to those in the best. 

general hospitals . Proper care and treatment of the acutely mentally ill is in 

some respects similar to the acutely physlcally ill. It csrtainly is as i .'nportant 

and is certainly no less expensive . 
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T.'i.1.L.l1. 1. DISPOSITION OF PP,TIEl\iTS BY JJ)jI:.lISSIO J S'l'ATUt> (as of 9/30/50) 

Total :Jischarged f;osp . till at Died 
/ dmitted rto.ne El~ewhere B. l-' . H. 

;:,ection 79 515 406 89 17 3 

" 86 56 54 2 0 0 

II 100 370 322.1- 48 0 0 

Transfers 113 23 90 0 0 

TOT, - C SES 1054 805 229 17 3 

Admitted twice 
during year -46 -46 

TO A1 INDIVIDUALS 1008 759 229 17 3 

-~ Returned to Court 
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ABLE 2. REGULARLY C011:i.:ITTED PI"TIENTS 
BOSTON PSYCHOP~THIC EOSPIT 

ISClli .GED HO~iE F:a.01i 
1948-1949 and 1949-1950 . 

Manic Depressive Psychose~ 

Involutional Psychosis 

Schizophrenic Psychosis 

All function~l Psychoses 

General ?aresis 

Miscellaneous Psychoses 

TOTAL 

No . L~ hosp~tal sept . 30 
(both years ) 

No. 
dIn . 

h3 

35 

104 

182 

14 

32 

228 

1949 

No . 
Disch . 

40 

32 

83 

155 

11 

19 

185 

4 

1950 

% Jo . No . 
Disch . dIn . Disch. 

93% 36 33 

91% 22 20 

80% 127 86 

85% 185 139 

79% 14 4 

59% 29 17 

82% 228 160 

15 

% 
Disch. 

92% 

90li 

67% 

75% 

29% 

59% 

70% 

The decrease in discharge rate in 1949-1950 was due to fewer 

discharges among the paretic and schizophrenic patients . The former were, 

no doubt , "bottom of the barrel" cases . In the latter perhaps the factor 

of prolonged stay enters i n . This is suggested by the fact that 14 schizo-

phrenic patients were still in the hospital at the time of tally-up in 1950 

vlhile only 2 schizophrenics were in the hospital at that time in 1949. 
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TABLE 3. R:"::SULTS OF 3m':L,~_TIC l'Rj:",hTEENTS 

1948- 1949 1949-1950 

Nllillber Per c nt Number fer cent 
Treated Disch . Home Treated visch . Home 

" ~lectro-therapies 162 84% 186 9C/fo .,'" 

~H~ Inoulin Coma 53 77% 48 87% 

.:<-:t-:~ Lobotomy 35 33% 87 24% 

"~Hr .tillti-1uetic 42 64% 17 53% 

TOTAL 292 338 

-l~ These received no other somatic treatments . 

~~ Some of these received electric shock treatment either prior t o or 
during the course of insulin coma or anti-luetic treatment . 

~~~* Many of these received either E.S. T. or i~sulin coma treatment or 
both . 
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HEEKLY ffiOORPX OF BOSTON PSYCHOP.SHIC HOSPITiIL 

catholic services - a .m. 
Protestant services - p .m. 

Movies - evening 

O.T. Department clean-up in a .m. 
Patient Government meeting - evening 

Ceramics - Ward 3 
Beauty Parlor - )lard 5 - p .m. 
Dancing Class - p.m. 
Ceramics - p .m. 
Television - evening 

Tray Painting - a .m. and p .m. 
Beauty parlor - liard 5 - p .m. 
Ceramics - p.m. 
Amateur Hour - evening 

Beauty Parlor - dard 5 
Barber Shop - Ward 4 
Music ppreciation - p .m. - Ward 5 sunroom 
Weekly Patients' Dance - evening 

eramics - p.m. 
Sociodrama - Auditori um - p .m. 
Bingo - evening 

Coffee Hour with television, card games and dancing . 
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SPECIJ~ CTIVITIES OF TIill HOSPITAL 

July 1949 

7/7 - Picnic attended by 50 patients at home of ]!Irs . Rice (volunteer ) 

7/18 - Patients ' amateur hour started - to be held every Monday evening 

7/21 - Picnic at Lake Walden 

Classes in dance therapy instituted by student 

August 

8/4 - Picnic at Nahant Beach 

8/12 - Band concert by Navy Band held in courtyard - refreshments served 

8/18 - Picnic at Nahant Beach (48 patients) 

ainting of large mural (baseball figure) started in Pool Room 

September 

Two picnics held in courtyard utilizing new fireplace 

!nother large mural (tennis girl) started in pool room 

Institution of coffee hour with patients in 0.1'. (group session) 

spontaneity Theatre revived 

October 

10/27 - Halloween Ball - orchestra supplied by ][11's . Russell Howell, 
refreshment provided by Red Cross 

10/28 - Classes in textile stenciling started by volunteer 

Drive for funds for television sets started by Patient Government 

November 

11/1 - "The Lowdo\~m or What Gi ves at 74 Fenwood Roadll - presentation of a play, 
written and produced by patients 

Plans formulated for organization of ex-patients! club; Club 74 

Two television sets purchased by patient Governnent 

December 

12/21 - Christmas Dance - Jacques Renard 's orchestra provided by rs . Howell 

Chrlstmas Tea for patients at home of Mrs . Rice 

O.T. Library painted by patients . 
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Janllary 1950 

Red Cross Home Nursing Course for patients . Certificates presented 
to those completing course. 

Pingpong Tournament. 

February 

Concert by patients ' band from Bedford Veterans ' Hospital 

Valentine Dance - outside orchestra 

March 

Large mural started in O. T. Recreation Room 

April 

~ork continued on large mural 

lYiay 

5/3 - Concert by Karen Morrel (arranged by Hospital 'uxiliary) 

5/10 - Dancing classes started in ball room dancing - sponsored by Hospital 
Auxiliary 

Classes held in classical music 

5/25 - Spring Dance - Sammy Eisen's orchestra, professional dancing team, 
vocalist - Aniceta Shea 

June 

Dancing classes held by instructor fr~n John Nott School of Dancing 

Cooking classes - {ard 5 

Picnic in courtyard 

Picnic at Nahant Beach attended by 65 patients. 
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ARTICLES PDBLIStlliD 

July 1, 1949 - June 30, 1950 

1. :runkenstein, D.H., Greenblatt, M. and Solomon, H. C. "Psychophysiological 
Study of Mentally III Patients . Part I -- The Status of the Peripheral 
Autonomic Nervous System as Determined by the neaction of Epinephrine 
and Mecholyl.1I Am. J . psychiat ., 106:16-28, July 1949 

2. Landau, D. , Kopp, I ., ~-\ose , A., and Solomon, H.C. !IPenicillin Treatment of 
Late ~eurosyphilis -- One to Five-Year Follow-Dp ,vitn Special Reference 
to Clinical Failures . 1t Am .J. Syph.,Gonorrh ., and Ven .Dis ., 33:357-363, July 1949 

3. Funkenstein, D.H., Greenblatt , Mo, Root, S., ~nd Solomon, H. C. 
rrpsychophysiological stud.y of [entally III Patients . Part .Ll -- Changes in 
the Reactions to b'pinephrine and ,Iecholyl After Electric Shock 'rreatment . 1t _ 
Am . J . Psychiat ., 106 :116-121, Aug. 1949 . 

4 . Levin, S., Greenblatt, M., Healey, M., and Solomon, H.v. "Electroencephalographic 
i£fects of Bilateral Prefrontal Lobotomy. Comparison of Cases Iii tn and 
Hithout ost-Lobotomy Seizures . 1I 1\,l1l . J. ?sychiat ., 106:174-184, Sept . 1949 

5. nose , _ . "ecent i dvances in the Treatment of Neurosyphilis . lI \jorth Carolina 
~ ed. J ., la, #9 :469- 472 , sept. 1949 

6 . Bockoven, J .S. "Excellent Prognosis in First Attacks of ISYChosisll 

Mental Hygiene Bulletin (Newsletter ), Nov. 1949 

7. Holt, W. "The NeuropSyChiatric Patient . Estimation of His Usefulness for 
Further Service in --{orld Var II: Value of an Objective Rating Scale ." 
Naval fued . Bull ., 49 , #6, Nov . -Dec . 1949 . 

8. Hose,.u IlNeurosyph:2.1is - 1949" Am . J . Psychiat . , 106:522-524, Jan . 1950 

9 . Hyde, R. "l1esearch in Occupational Therapy. 1I ~.!lass . I ssoc. for O.T. Bulletin, 
Vol. 24, No . 1, ..pril 1950 

10. Hyde , R. and Solomon, H.C . "Patient Government : A New Form of Group TherapyiI 
Dig . Neural . & P~jchiat ., Series 18, April 1950 

11. Greenblatt, M., rnot , R. and Solomon, H. C. -- ditors 
STUDIES In LOBOTOkY (book) , Grune & Stratton, N.Y., 1950 

12. Funkenstein, D. Ii. and Greenblatt, M. II Test ,/hich edicts the Clinical 
Effects of Electric Shock Treatment on SChizophrenic Patients" 
Am. J. Psychiat ., 106:8e9- 901, June 1950 
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IN-Pn.~SS ARTICLES 

1. Bockoven, J.S . , Greenblatt, M. , and Solomon, H. C. tlFavorable IJrognosis 
in the Fsychoses ." N • .i!:. J. of Med . 

2. Bockoven, J . • and Hyde, R . . i . II pplication of a Sociometric Technique to 
the Study of Lobotomized Patients ll J . of Nerv. & rl1ent . Dis. 

3. Eichorn, Rev. E. and Hyde , R.Y,·. "Friendly and Unfriendly Interactions in 
a Mental Hospital. lI Sy1llposium volume edlted by Prof. Pitrim Sorokin 
of the Research enter in ,{Utruistic Integration and Creativity, 
Department of Sociology) , Harvard University 

4. Funkenstein, D.E. "Variations in Response to Standard Chemical Agents in 
i: eJ.ation to llergieslt (Short title) i~ssoc . for Research in Nerv . 
and Ment . Dis . publication 

5. Funkenstein, D. H. "Psychophysiological Relationship of I~stbrna and Urticaria 
to Mental Illnessn Psychosom. !\!led . 

6. Funkenstein, D.H. and Greenblatt , M. "The Role of Ordinary Epinephrine 
and Nor-Epinephrine in the levation of Blood Pressure During Stressll 

J. of Nerv. & Ment . Dis ., and under Proceedings of the Boston Soc . of 
Neurol. & Psychiat . in the .j\.rchives of Neurol. & psychiat . 

7. Funkenstein, D.H. , Greenblatt, M. and Solomon, H. C. "Psychophysiological 
Changes Paralleling Psychological Changes in Mentally III Patients ." 
J. of Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 

• 
8. Greenblatt, M. "Altruism in the Psychotherapeutic ituation.lf Symposium 

volume on Itruism by Sorokin 

9. Greenblatt , M. and Sittinger, B. H,l:!;lectroencephalographic ,Aspects of the 
Normal, Psychopathic, and Homicidal Personality. fI Symposium volume on 
ltruism. 

10. Hyde, R. li . "Factors i n Group lotivation in a Mental Hospitallt J . of Nerv. 
and Ment . Dis . 

11. Hyde, R.W. t1Group b:J::periences in a Mental Hospital fl Book on group 
experiences prepared by Teachers College, Columbia University 

12 . Hyde, ROlf . and Hurley, C.F. "Volunteers in a I~ental Hospital" 
sychiatric Quarterly 

13 . Hyde, h .W. and Scott, B. "The Occupational Therapy Research Laboratory" 
O. T. and Rehab . 

Hyde , R.W. and 
Hospitals" 

olomon, H. C. "Clinical Management of 
Conn . State Medical Journal 

sychiatric 

15. Levin, S., Greenblatt, M. and Solomon, H. C. IIEffects of Bilateral, 
Unila~eral, and Bimedial Lobotomy upon the 'lectroencephalogram .1I 
Congres International de Psychiatrie in Paris , Sept . 1950 
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16 . Levine, J . and A,lbert, J . II exual Behavior After Lobotoillj'1! 

1'7 . kleadow, • and Funkenstein, D . H. "Loss of Abstract Thinking in _ elation 
to states of the utonoJnic ervous ystem. 1I Proceedings of the 
American s:;Tchopath. Soc ., June 1950 

18 . Rose , • and carmen, L. IIClinical FolloH-Up tudy on 130 Cases of 
Long- Standing aretic l~eurosyphilis Treated vri th Penicillin" 
J\.ln . J . yph . & Gonorrh. 

19. Smith, J ., ~\nderson, R. , Healey, M. , and Greenblatt , M. trE£'fect of rl.apid 
Intravenous Metrazol on the Z. E. G. II J . of Nerv . & ent . Dis . 

20 . Solomon, H. C. II reatment of the sychoses ll Hutchins l1emorial Lecture, 
Syracuse , N. Y., Oct . 1950 

21. Tal bot , B., Bellis, E., and Greenblatt, M. "Lobotomy and the Problem of 
Alcoholismll Quart . J . of Studies in Alcohol 

22 . 'I'revett , L. and Mezer , R. liThe Occurrence of orgasm in .'{omen 1 s Dreamsll 



Boston Psychopathic Hospital 

VALUATION 

JUNE 30, 1950 

Real Estate - Land 2 acres 

Buildings and Betterments 

$ 94,700.00 

406,121.52 

$ 500,821.52 
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